The Law of Blessing
| Genesis 1:28 |
God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth,
and subdue it; rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky
and over every living thing that moves on the earth.”

ְ בָּרַךBlessed
| barak |

“I have chosen from the beginning to release life,
favor and provision to you, that you may prosper
and be abundant. My intensive, intentional action
toward you, which is for your benefit, is not finished
or complete but ongoing. I have positioned Myself
in your life as the One who continually and without
fail supports and provides for your well-being and
success. It is My very nature to give favor and
blessing, which is My grace; and My grace is what
makes it possible for you to experience the
fulfillment of My purposes for your life: which are to
be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth, subdue all
opposition, and establish My kingdom rule through
you, for all My glory.”

 רָבָהMultiply
| rabah |

“I have empowered and authorized you to fully
possess your inheritance (your destiny), as you take
responsibility to activate and implement the
blueprint I gave you to carry. You will build a place
of security, provision and increasing influence, as
your creativity reveals My glory for all to see and
releases My blessing upon many.”

ׁ כָּבַשSubdue

Fruitful
| Parah |

פָּרָה

“I have empowered and authorized you to speak
My words after Me, and thereby create an
environment conducive to the growth of the seed
of My Word in your life. My word in your mouth is
as a two-edged sword that causes your enemies
to scatter and releases the wind of My Spirit to
blow away the chaff in your life. Your agreement
with My will for you positions you to receive and
possess the inheritance I have reserved for you, a
destiny that will be revealed in due season so that
you will bring great glory to Me and great blessing
to the world around you.”

Fill

| male |

מָלָא

“I have given you an abundance so great you will
grow to cover your sphere as the water covers the
sea, leaving no part untouched. I have given you
authority to lead and serve as My Son did, by
declaring My presence and My Kingdom, and by
releasing My blessing into every place the sole of
your foot treads upon. Take My yoke upon you,
and know that in our partnership together I am
leading you, strengthening you, protecting you,
and giving you the wisdom you need to succeed.”

Rule

רָדָה

| kabash |

| radah |

“I have empowered and authorized you to
overcome every enemy in your sphere that
opposes the establishment of My Kingdom through
you. I am training your hands to war with My Word
to destroy the works of the evil one, even as My
Son did in His earthly days. I am giving you My
strategies to clear out your sphere of all influences
that stand against changes I want to bring through
you. You will not draw back but press through
every obstacle, knowing you are already victorious
in My Son.”

“I have empowered and authorized you to
administrate the Kingdom resources I have
apportioned to you in your sphere. There is an
open heaven over you and your sphere, and you
will move freely there to maintain the boundaries of
My Kingdom rule in that place. My blessing rests
there and is available to all who see and recognize
what I am doing through you. What I have given
you to do shall come forth in fullness, and your fruit
shall remain, for My glory and the glory of My Son.”
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